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Determining where transcription factors (TFs) bind in genomes provides insight into which transcriptional programs are active
across organs, tissue types, and environmental conditions. Recent advances in high-throughput proﬁling of regulatory DNA
have yielded large amounts of information about chromatin accessibility. Interpreting the functional signiﬁcance of these data
sets requires knowledge of which regulators are likely to bind these regions. This can be achieved by using information about
TF-binding preferences, or motifs, to identify TF-binding events that are likely to be functional. Although different approaches
exist to map motifs to DNA sequences, a systematic evaluation of these tools in plants is missing. Here, we compare four motif-
mapping tools widely used in the Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) research community and evaluate their performance using
chromatin immunoprecipitation data sets for 40 TFs. Downstream gene regulatory network (GRN) reconstruction was found to
be sensitive to the motif mapper used. We further show that the low recall of Find Individual Motif Occurrences, one of the most
frequently used motif-mapping tools, can be overcome by using an Ensemble approach, which combines results from different
mapping tools. Several examples are provided demonstrating how the Ensemble approach extends our view on transcriptional
control for TFs active in different biological processes. Finally, a protocol is presented to effectively derive more complete cell
type-speciﬁc GRNs through the integrative analysis of open chromatin regions, known binding site information, and expression
data sets. This approach will pave the way to increase our understanding of GRNs in different cellular conditions.
Plants are exposed to a wide variety of internal and
external signals that need to be correctly processed to
facilitate growth and development and to trigger de-
fense responses against environmental stimuli. An im-
portant mechanism mediating these signal-processing
pathways is the control of gene expression. Gene ex-
pression is regulated by transcription factors (TFs),
proteins that often bind to speciﬁc, short DNA se-
quences and inﬂuence gene expression. The identiﬁ-
cation of functional TF binding is an important step in
understanding the biological roles of these regulators.
Regulatory links between TFs and target genes to-
gether form a gene regulatory network (GRN), which
can be used to understand the dynamics of plant
processes, such as diverse cellular functions,
responses to various external stimuli, and organ
development (Song et al., 2016; Sparks et al., 2016;
Varala et al., 2018).
An early and important step in the characterization of
GRNs is understanding TF-binding preferences, or
motifs, as determining potential binding locations of a
TFwithin a genome assists the identiﬁcation of putative
target genes. Advancements in technologies that proﬁle
regulatory DNA have successfully characterized the
binding preferences of many plant TFs (for review, see
Franco-Zorrilla and Solano, 2017). Protein-binding
microarrays, a high-throughput experimental tech-
nique, determine sequence preferences of TFs by
allowing ﬂuorescently labeled proteins to bind to
an array of oligonucleotides. Using this technology,
TF-binding proﬁles were determined for 63 Arabi-
dopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) TFs, representing 25 TF
families, while Weirauch and coworkers identiﬁed
motifs for more than 1,000 TFs across 131 species
(Franco-Zorrilla et al., 2014; Weirauch et al., 2014).
Another in vitro assay, DNA afﬁnity puriﬁcation se-
quencing (DAP-Seq), combines in vitro expressed TFs
with next-generation sequencing of a genomic DNA
library. Using this technique, binding proﬁles for 529
TFs in Arabidopsis have been elucidated (O’Malley
et al., 2016). In recent years, numerous TF chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments have been
performed, expanding our knowledge of TF binding
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in plants (Heyndrickx et al., 2014; Song et al., 2016).
Collectively, these binding proﬁles offer an interest-
ing resource to study TF binding in the Arabidopsis
genome for over 900 TFs (Kulkarni et al., 2018).
The simplest approach to delineate GRNs from these
proﬁles is by naively mapping the TF motifs to the
nearest gene promoter. However, the high rate of false
positives when mapping motifs to a DNA sequence,
especially if the motif is short and degenerate, results in
low speciﬁcity to identify functional regulatory events
(Baxter et al., 2012). To overcome these issues, addi-
tional sources of evidence, such as gene coregulation or
evolutionary sequence conservation, are frequently
used to deﬁne functional binding sites. Based on the
hypothesis that a set of coregulated genes are regulated
by a similar cohort of TFs, identiﬁcation of overrepre-
sented sequences in the promoters of these genes can
enrich for functional true positives (Michael et al., 2008;
Vandepoele et al., 2009; Hickman et al., 2017; Kulkarni
et al., 2018). An alternative approach involves ﬁltering
potential binding sites using conservation informa-
tion over large evolutionary distances. This method
assumes that functionally important binding sites will
be under purifying selection, and as such, will be con-
served between species. Filtering motif matches using
this metric substantially reduces the false positive rate
(FPR; Vandepoele et al., 2006; Haudry et al., 2013; Van
de Velde et al., 2014; Burgess et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2015),
although it is important to note that not all functional
binding events are evolutionarily conserved (Muiño
et al., 2016).
Recent advances in the proﬁling of open chromatin
have increased our understanding of regulatory DNA
in Arabidopsis (Zhang et al., 2012; Sullivan et al., 2014;
Lu et al., 2017). Combined with cell type-speciﬁc nu-
clear puriﬁcation, methods such as assay for transposase‐
accessible chromatin followed by DNA sequencing
(ATAC-Seq) offer unprecedented opportunities to
identify cell type‐speciﬁc TF networks (Lu et al.,
2017; Maher et al., 2018; Sijacic et al., 2018). Never-
theless, elucidation of GRNs from chromatin accessibil-
ity data requires detailed information about TF-binding
preferences in order to identify potential binding sites
within accessible regions of the genome and therefore
infer TF-target gene regulatory interactions.
Based on the importance of motif mapping to ﬁnd
locations of potentially functional TF binding, in
this study we compared four frequently used motif-
mapping tools and performed a detailed evaluation
of their global performance for 40 TFs in Arabidopsis.
We evaluated the similarities and differences between
these tools at a TF level and found that differences in
tool sensitivity and speciﬁcity affect the inference of
GRNs. By combining the results from two tools into
an Ensemble, we were able to improve the identiﬁca-
tion of TF-target regulatory interactions in different
experimental data sets. Using this Ensemble approach,
we developed a protocol to elucidate cell type-speciﬁc
GRNs from ATAC-Seq-deﬁned accessible genomic
regions. The results of this analysis, relative to the
original study, offer a more complete view of gene reg-
ulation in shoot apical meristem (SAM) stem and me-
sophyll cells in Arabidopsis.
RESULTS
Performance of Individual Motif-Mapping Tools to
Identify in Vivo Binding Events
A wide variety of tools are used in the plant research
community to map TF motifs (Supplemental Table S1).
We selected and evaluated four frequently used tools to
map TF motifs in Arabidopsis: Find Individual Motif
Occurrences (FIMO), Cluster-Buster (CB), Matrix-Scan
(MS), and Motif Occurrence Detection Suite (MOODS;
Frith et al., 2003; Turatsinze et al., 2008; Korhonen et al.,
2009; Grant et al., 2011). These tools were used to map a
set of 66 motifs (corresponding to 40 TFs and 19 TF
families; see Supplemental Table S2 for TFmotif details)
onto the Arabidopsis genome (see “Materials and
Methods”). The motifs, mainly derived from protein-
binding microarrays and DAP-Seq, were selected
based on the availability of experimental ChIP-Seq data
sets for the proﬁled TF. The set of TFs included in this
analysis have diverse roles in processes such as the cell
cycle, ﬂower development, response to light or hor-
mones, and defense responses. Motif matches (referred
to as TF binding sites [TFBSs]) reported by the different
tools were evaluated by counting the number of TFBSs
conﬁrmed by ChIP-Seq data sets (precision). Recall for
each tool was calculated as the fraction of regions
identiﬁed by ChIP-Seq that were covered by a motif
match: that is, how many target genes are correctly
recovered by motif matches (median values of perfor-
mance statistics are given in Table 1). FIMO pro-
duced the lowest number of motif matches (2.4 million
matches versus 19–34 million matches for the other
tools) and showed the highest precision among all
tools. The median precision for FIMO is 5%, compared
with 2.2% to 2.4% for the other tools (Fig. 1A), indi-
cating that FIMO reports a higher fraction of experi-
mentally supported matches. However, recall is low
with the FIMO results as a consequence of the tool
predicting approximately 10-fold fewer matches relative
to the other tools (22%median recall versus 36%–48% for
the other tools; Fig. 1B). Overall, these results suggest
that FIMO misses some real TFBSs based on the ChIP-
Seq data, considering all matches. Due to the large var-
iation in the total number of matches predicted by each
tool, we also evaluated the tool performance considering
only the 7000 highest scoring (top7000)matches. The size
of this subset was chosen to optimize the compromise
between precision and recall for CB (see “Materials and
Methods”). Using this subset of matches, the median
precision and recall of all tools are similar (Fig. 1, A and
B). In order to assess the FPR for each tool, TF motifs
were mapped using shufﬂed promoter sequences of
Arabidopsis genes (see “Materials and Methods”). Due
to its stringency, FIMO has the lowest FPR (Fig. 1C),
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while MOODS, which identiﬁes the highest number of
matches, has the highest FPR compared with the other
tools. Together with the above results, this suggests that
many of the matches identiﬁed by MOODS are false
positives. Overall, the FPR for all tools was below 10%.
Following the evaluation of mapping tool perfor-
mance, we next studied the effect of TF motif com-
plexity on the precision and recall values, using the
information content (IC) of each motif. Given the clus-
tering pattern in Supplemental Figure S1, all matches
predicted by FIMO and CB were considered for this
analysis. To examine the effect of motif complexity on
the performance measures, 21 TFs were selected for
whichmore than onemotif was available. For CB, for 15
TFs, the F1 score increased with increasing motif com-
plexity (Fig. 2). For FIMO, however, this trend was
observed for eight TFs only. FIMO, besides imple-
menting a P value threshold for calling motif matches,
has an internal cutoff to restrict spurious matches when
used with low-complexity motifs. This additional
threshold is likely responsible for the quality of the
TFBSs found with FIMO being less dependent upon TF
motif complexity. Of the TFs selected for the above
analysis, 13 had motifs from different sources, such
asthe catalog of inferred sequence binding preferences
(CisBP) and DAP-Seq. We next checked if the source of
motifs had an impact on the performance measures.
CisBP motifs, derived from protein-binding micro-
arrays, were on average shorter than motifs derived
from DAP-Seq (average lengths for CisBP 5 11.67 and
DAP-Seq 5 14.55) and were less complex (average IC
for CisBP 5 8 and DAP-Seq 5 10; Supplemental Table
S2). For ABSCISIC ACID INSENSITIVE 5 (ABI5), AG-
AMOUS-LIKE 15 (AGL15), ETHYLENE RESPONSE
FACTOR 115 (ERF115), G-BOX BINDING FACTOR 3
(GBF3), HOMEOBOX 7 (HB7), and WRKY33, the F1
score was higher for DAP-Seq motifs compared with
CisBP. For the remainder of the TFs, where the com-
plexity between the two motifs did not vary, the F1
scores were similar.
Evaluation of Unique Motif Matches Reveals
Complementarity between Mapping Tools
For the TFs included in our benchmark, the varying
recovery of true positive matches suggests that each
tool performs differently depending on the complexity
of the motif (Supplemental Fig. S1). To investigate the
differences between tools further, we compared the
motif matches conﬁrmed by ChIP-Seq data for each
tool. To account for the large differences in the number
Table 1. Performance statistics of mapping 66 TF motifs using different motif-mapping tools and an Ensemble approach.
Mapping Tool Total Matches Total Matches Confirmed No. of Bases Average Base Length Median Precision Median Recall Median F1 Score
CB 26,930,509 1,605,815 477,611,367 17.73 2.26% 36.14% 4.36%
FIMO 2,447,772 232,549 33,849,397 13.83 4.91% 22.09% 8.38%
MOODS 34,338,371 1,956,294 467,805,766 13.62 2.37% 48.47% 4.49%
MS 19,970,225 1,030,288 273,845,141 13.71 2.43% 39.32% 4.67%
Ensemblea 2,837,772 291,794 58,252,718 20.53 5.04% 23.72% 8.17%
aEnsemble 5 all matches of FIMO 1 top7000 matches of CB.
Figure 1. Global performances of motif-mapping tools in Arabidopsis. A and B, Precision and recall of motif matches considering
all matches (in red) and top-scoring 7,000 (top7000) matches (in cyan). C, Box plot showing the FPR for every tool. Boxes indicate
the interquartile range of the data, with the median indicated as a horizontal line within the box. The whiskers show the range of
the data. The precision, recall, and FPR values were calculated for each of the 66 motifs.
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of matches reported by each tool, only the top7000
matches per tool and per motif were used in this anal-
ysis. Conducting pairwise comparisons between tools
reveals that for 12 out of 66 motifs, the TFBSs identiﬁed
uniquely by CB have high recall rates (Supplemental
Fig. S2). This pattern is retained when matches found
uniquely by a particular tool, relative to all matches of
the other tools combined, are used (Supplemental Fig.
S3). For 65 motifs, the recall of the top7000 matches
uniquely foundwith CBwas larger than zero, making it
the only tool to identify functional matches for 98% of
all TF motifs considered in this study (Fig. 3A). More-
over, for 21 of 65 motifs, the motif mappings from CB
were able to achieve recall values between 10% and
38%, considerably higher than the recall rates of other
tools, which did not exceed 10% (Fig. 3B). This result
highlights that CB is able to identify a unique set of
functional matches with high ChIP recovery for 32% of
the studied motifs.
Another aspect in which the tools differ is in the
length of TFBSs reported. The average motif match,
considering all matches, is 17.73 bp for CB, whereas
for other tools, it is 13.72 bp (Table 1). In some cases,
the TFBSs identiﬁed by CB are longer than the motifs
mapped. This difference is due to CB merging TFBSs
that are located closer than a speciﬁed gap parameter,
Figure 2. Variation of motif-mapping accuracy in function of TF motif complexity. Scatterplots show the effects of motif com-
plexity, quantified using the information content of a motif, on F1 scores for CB and FIMO for 21 TFs. Each motif is visualized
through a specific shape indicating the TF it belongs to and colored based on the source of that motif. Increases and decreases in
F1 score in function of motif complexity are marked with blue and red, respectively.
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with the default value of this parameter set to 35 bp. To
evaluate if the high recall rate of TFBSs unique to CB is
due to the merging of close TFBSs, the above analysis
was repeated with the gap parameter set to 1 bp. As in
the previous results (Supplemental Fig. S3), CB is dis-
tinct from the other tools by having high precision and
recall for a number of samples clustered at the bottom
of the heat map (Supplemental Fig. S4). However, rel-
ative to the ﬁndingswhen the default values were used,
using a 1-bp gap parameter results in the maximum
recall reducing from 40% to 25%, potentially due to the
unmerged matches of CB no longer being unique to the
tool. As a result of these ﬁndings, unless speciﬁed, all
analyses performed with CB in this study use the de-
fault gap parameter value.
Given the observation that the two clusters of tools in
Supplemental Figure S3 capture complementary sets of
functional TFBSs in their top-scoring matches, we next
explored how these results can be uniﬁed into an En-
semble approach. Comparing the global similarity of
unique motif matches reveals that the results from
FIMO cluster with those of MOODS and MS, while
the results from CB are distinct from the other tools
(Supplemental Figs. S2 and S3). Due to the similarity of
results from FIMO, MOODS, and MS, only the results
from FIMO were selected for the Ensemble. FIMO was
selected as it achieved the highest precision of the three
tools, with the least number of motif matches. All
matches found by FIMO were combined with a set of
quality matches from CB to overcome the recall problem
of FIMO. The top7000 matches, determined as the opti-
mal number ofmatches to select based on considerations
of precision and recall (Supplemental Fig. S5), were in-
tegrated into all matches of FIMO to form the Ensemble
set of matches (see “Materials and Methods”).
Ensemble Motif Mapping Yields Additional Target Genes
When Characterizing GRNs from TF
Perturbation Experiments
One of the ﬁelds in which motif mapping plays an
important role is GRN inference. To validate the ap-
plicability of the Ensemble approach to study GRNs in
plants, we compared the regulatory links predicted
from the motif mapping with lists of genes that are
Figure 3. Evaluation of unique motif matches predicted by each tool. A, Bar plot showing the fraction of TFBSs with recall . 0
considering unique matches in top7000 of one tool compared with the matches of all other tools combined. Whereas the green
series indicates motifs for which the unique matches reported by that tool do not show a recall above 10% compared with the
ChIP-Seq data, the orange, purple, and pink series depict unique motif matches with a recall higher than 10%, 20%, and 30%,
respectively. B, Heat map showing the recall for each tool for TFBSs, where CB outperforms the other tools. Onlymotifs part of the
orange, purple, and pink series from A where the recall of CB was above 10% are shown.
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differentially expressed after TF perturbation (DE
gene sets). TFs for which perturbation experiments
have been conducted covered awide range of biological
processes, such as AGL15 in embryogenesis, APETALA
3 and PISTILLATA (PI) in ﬂower development, BRI1-
EMS-SUPPRESSOR 1 (BES1) in plant growth and de-
velopment, FAR-RED ELONGATED HYPOCOTYLS 3
(FHY3) and PHYTOCHROME-INTERACTING FAC-
TORS (PIFs) in response to light, WRKY33 in defense
response, and ETHYLENE-INSENSITIVE 3 (EIN3) in
response to ethylene (see “Materials andMethods”). To
test the recall of the Ensemble, we investigated whether
the TFBSs corresponding to the perturbed TF (referred
to as the correct TFBSs) were signiﬁcantly enriched in
the promoters of the DE genes (hypergeometric test,
false discovery rate corrected P # 0.01). Furthermore,
the subset of genes from the DE gene set that contained
a correct TFBSwere comparedwith experimental ChIP-
Seq data for the TF to identify bona ﬁde target genes
(see “Materials and Methods”). For nine of the 10 DE
gene sets, a signiﬁcant enrichment of the correct TFBSs
was found for the DE gene sets using the Ensemble. Out
of these nine sets of DE genes, the Ensemble showed
better recovery of ChIP-conﬁrmed target genes for ﬁve
sets (PIF4, WRKY33, EIN3, FHY3, and PI) compared
with FIMO. For the remaining sets, the rate of recovery
was comparable to FIMO. In total, the Ensemble
method identiﬁed 41 target genes that were missed by
FIMO for 10 DE sets (referred to as extra targets), out of
which 32 (78%) were conﬁrmed using ChIP-Seq data
sets for the respective TFs (Supplemental Table S3). For
WRKY33 and PI, the Ensemble yielded the largest
number of additional ChIP-conﬁrmed target genes: 16 for
WRKY33 (Fig. 4) and eight for PI. Moreover, the FIMO
matches lacked a signiﬁcant enrichment of the WRKY33
motif for WRKY33 perturbed genes. The target genes of
WRKY33 that were missed by FIMO included ZFAR1/
CZF1 (AT2G40140) and ERF1 (AT3G23240), which are
both involved in defense response to biotic stimulus
(Table 2). Other examples of target genes detected by
Ensemble and missed by FIMO included HECATE
1 (HEC1; AT5G67060) in the PI DE gene set, awell-known
TF involved in gynoecium development (Gremski et al.,
2007), and BEL1-LIKE HOMEODOMAIN 1 (BLH1;
AT2G35940) in the FHY3 DE set, a gene known to be in-
volved in the response to far-red light (Staneloni et al.,
2009). A detailed intersection of the Ensemble motif
matches, the DE genes after TF perturbation, and the ChIP
targets is shown in Supplemental Figure S6.
An Improved Protocol to Identify GRNs Starting from
Accessible Chromatin Regions
The identiﬁcation of highly accessible open chroma-
tin regions throughout the genome helps to determine
the location of potential regulatory elements. Recent
advancements in experimental technologies have
allowed researchers to map open chromatin regions in
speciﬁc plant cell types (Maher et al., 2018; Sijacic et al.,
2018). However, identifying which TFs are likely to
bind these regions, and how they affect gene expres-
sion, is still a major challenge. A recent study used
ATAC-Seq to identify transposase-hypersensitive sites
(THSs) speciﬁc to stem cells of the SAM and leaf me-
sophyll cells (Sijacic et al., 2018). To identify potential
TFs that bind to these THSs, Sijacic et al. (2018) used de
novo motif discovery to identify overrepresented mo-
tifs in these regions. Motifs found de novo were com-
pared with known TF motifs to identify potential
regulators. The genomic locations of these overrep-
resented motifs, determined using FIMO, were then
assigned to the closest gene to identify potential cell
type-speciﬁc target genes of the associated TFs. By
selecting TFs showing cell type-speciﬁc expression,
measured using high rank ratios (RR) in each cell (see
“Materials and Methods”), and that also had at least
one de novo motif assigned to it, Sijacic et al. (2018)
reported 23 and 128 TFs in SAM stem and leaf me-
sophyll cells, respectively.
This traditional pipeline, besides having multiple
steps to identify cell type-speciﬁc GRNs, is dependent
on de novo motif discovery tools and parameters.
Furthermore, linkingmotifs found de novowith known
TFs can be challenging (Castro-Mondragon et al., 2017).
In order to overcome some of these problems, we
Figure 4. Overlap analysis for the WRKY33 perturbation experiment.
An UpSetR plot shows the overlap between the FIMO targets, the En-
semble, the perturbed DE genes, and the ChIP targets for WRKY33.
Overlap of target genes predicted by FIMO and Ensemble with ChIP
targets shows a better recovery of ChIP-confirmed targets using the
Ensemble.
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developed a novel protocol in which the enrichment of
TFBSs was directly compared against a set of 2,132
SAM stem cell- and 1,508 mesophyll-speciﬁc THSs to
identify putative regulators and targets (see “Materials
and Methods”).
Starting from 59 SAM stem cell-speciﬁc and 158 me-
sophyll cell-speciﬁc TFs having high RR, we determined
which motifs were signiﬁcantly enriched in the corre-
sponding cell type THSs using both FIMOand Ensemble
motif mappings (see “Materials and Methods”). The
Ensemble approach reported a larger number of signif-
icantly enriched TFBSs comparedwith FIMO in both cell
types. Of 59 TF motifs mapped, 29 were signiﬁcantly
enriched in SAM stem cell-speciﬁc THSswhen Ensemble
mappings were used, whereas 25 motifs were enriched
when FIMO motif mappings were used. Whereas 13
motifs correspond to TFs also reported in the original
study, 16 of the 29 signiﬁcantly enriched motifs from
the Ensemble set corresponded to TFs that were not
described by Sijacic et al. (2018). These TFs include
BRANCHED 2 from the TCP family, AGL24, AGL27,
AGL31, and AGL70 belonging to the MADS family,
INDETERMINATE-DOMAIN 15 (IDD15) from the zinc
ﬁngerCys2His2-like fold family, and additional TFs from
the zinc ﬁnger homeodomain and DNA-binding with
one ﬁnger/zinc ﬁnger Cys2Cys2 families. For mesophyll
cells, 55% (87 out of 158) of the motifs were enriched for
mesophyll THS regions using Ensemble motif map-
pings, whereas for FIMO only 48% (77 out of 158) of the
motifs showed a signiﬁcant enrichment. Eleven of the 87
TFs found enriched using Ensemble motif mappings
were not reported by Sijacic et al. (2018) and included
DEHYDRATION-RESPONSIVE ELEMENT BINDING
PROTEIN 2 (DREB2), AT1G33760, and RELATED TO
AP2 4 (RAP2.4) belonging to the APETALA2/eth-
ylene-responsive element binding protein family,
CIRCADIAN CLOCK ASSOCIATED 1 (CCA1) and
LHY/CCA1-LIKE 1 from a MYB-related family,
AT5G50915 from the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH)
family, basic leucine zipper domain 60 (bZIP60) from
the bZIP family, SQUAMOSA PROMOTER-BINDING
PROTEIN LIKE 13 (SPL13) from the SQUAMOSA
promoter binding protein family, AT1G14580 from the
zinc ﬁnger Cys2His2-like fold family, and WRKY30
from the WRKY family.
The TFs binding to all enriched motifs identiﬁed us-
ing the novel protocol in both SAM stem andmesophyll
cells were compared with the previously reported 23
and 128 TFs in the respective cell types (Sijacic et al.,
2018). Results from the Ensemble method showed
enrichment for 13 of 23 motifs, whereas FIMO TFBSs
were enriched in 11 of 23 cases. Similarly, for meso-
phyll cells, 76 and 69 of 128 TF motifs were found to be
enriched using the Ensemble and FIMO, respectively
(Supplemental Table S4). Overall, our one-step pro-
tocol identiﬁed 116 regulators showing both signiﬁ-
cant TFBS enrichment for THSs and cell type-speciﬁc
expression, of which 23% (n5 27) were not reported in
the original study. Conversely, for 62 TFs reported by
Sijacic et al. (2018), no signiﬁcant TFBS enrichment
was found using our protocol, suggesting that the
corresponding motifs do not occur more in the THSs
than expected by chance.
To understand how the choice of motif-mapping tool
affects GRN construction, we investigated the differ-
ences between the Ensemble and FIMOmotif mappings
based on the putative target genes they identify. In to-
tal, the Ensemble identiﬁed 6,917 targets for 29 signiﬁ-
cantly enriched motifs in SAM stem cells, whereas
FIMO identiﬁed 6,428 targets. To determine whether
the extra targets identiﬁed using the Ensemble are po-
tentially functional, we evaluated their gene expression
in each cell type. We initially counted how many of
the targets exhibit a twofold expression difference
[log2(RR) . 1] in either of the cell types. Out of 489
extra targets identiﬁed by the Ensemble approach in
SAM stem cells, 171 genes (35%) were expressed and
93 genes (19%) showed cell type-speciﬁc expression
[2log2(RR). 1; Supplemental Table S4]. The fractions
of Ensemble-unique target genes that are expressed in
a cell type-speciﬁc manner are consistent across the
different TFs (Fig. 5A, TFs labeled in blue indicate new
regulators). Nine of the cell type-speciﬁc genes show
more than sixfold higher expression in SAM stem cells
and are therefore good target gene candidates within
the SAM stem cell-speciﬁc GRN (Table 3). Three of these
nine genes (AT4G11211, AT5G02450, and AT5G13340)
lack experimental evidence about their biological func-
tions. The remaining six genes are known to be involved
in a number of processes based on experimental
Gene Ontology annotations: primary root develop-
ment (ATHB13), xylem development (KNOTTED-LIKE
FROMARABIDOPSIS THALIANA [KNAT1]), response
to cold (DARK INDUCIBLE 10 [DIN10]), salt stress and
Table 2. List of ChIP-confirmed targets only identified by the Ensemble approach when comparing enriched TFBSs with perturbed DE gene sets.
TF
No. of Extra ChIP-
Confirmed Targets
ChIP-Confirmed Targets
WRKY33 16 AT3G23240 (ERF1), AT1G14350 (MYB124), AT1G51700 (DOF1), AT2G23320 (WRKY15),
AT2G43140, AT2G01940 (IDD15), AT2G40140 (SZF2), AT3G55950 (CCR3), AT2G36960 (TKI1),
AT3G55980 (SZF1), AT3G27785 (MYB118), AT4G11070 (WRKY41), AT4G01250 (WRKY22),
AT5G56960, AT5G24110 (WRKY30), AT5G56550
FHY3 6 AT2G35940 (BLH1), AT1G13020 (EIF4B2), AT1G35460 (bHLH80), AT2G33860 (ARF3), AT2G39130,
AT5G01780
PI 8 AT5G67060 (HEC1), AT1G08570 (ACHT4), AT1G12240 (VI2), AT2G19110 (HMA4), AT3G56360,
AT3G56370, AT4G01120 (bZIP54), AT5G07350 (Tudor1)
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abscisic acid (GA-STIMULATED IN ARABIDOPSIS
14 [GASA14]), and defense response to bacterium
(EARLY RESPONSIVE TODEHYDRATION 5 [ERD5]
and TGACG MOTIF-BINDING FACTOR 4 [TGA4]).
These genes are regulated by a diverse array of TFs,
such as IDD7, TCP7, ALCATRAZ (ALC), AGL70,
DOF AFFECTING GERMINATION (DAG2), AGL27,
BRANCHED 2, JACKDAW (JKD), KNAT1, AGL31,
and AGL24, that were either described in the original
study or identiﬁed here. Interestingly, KNAT1 and
TGA4, being TFs themselves, are regulated by multi-
ple TFs (IDD7 and JKD regulate KNAT1 and ALC and
KNAT1 regulate TGA4), suggesting some new tran-
scriptional cascades in the SAM stem cell-speciﬁc
GRN (Fig. 5B).
For mesophyll cells, 574 of 1,660 new target genes
(35%)were expressed in either of the cell types, which is
a similar fraction to that reported for SAM stem cells.
The percentage of cell type-speciﬁc targets identiﬁed
using the Ensemble motif mappings was 24% for me-
sophyll cells, corresponding to 402 identiﬁed targets
with higher expression [2log2(RR) , 21] only in me-
sophyll cells. Twenty-nine of these genes hadmore than
sixfold expression in mesophyll cells (Table 3). The
mesophyll cell-speciﬁc GRN of highly expressed genes
contained 77 regulatory interactions between 29 targets
and 42 TFs, with many of these new target genes being
regulated by multiple TFs (Fig. 5C). Several of the new
target genes have roles in hormone signaling, such as
ALLENEOXIDE SYNTHASE (AOS), LIPOXYGENASE
3 (LOX3), and LOX4, reported to be jasmonic acid
responsive, and REDOX RESPONSIVE TRANSCRIP-
TION FACTOR 1 (RRTF1), involved in ethylene bio-
synthesis. Examples of new unknown target genes are
AT5G54165 (regulated by BES1-INTERACTING MYC-
LIKE 1 [BIM1], BIM2, BIM3, PIF7, UNFERTILIZED
EMBRYO SAC 10 [UNE10], and bHLH105), AT3G51660
(regulated by TCP2, TCP17, and SPL1), and AT4G12005
(regulated by AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR 7 [ARF7],
LJRHL1-LIKE 2 [LRL2], SPL14, C-REPEAT/DRE
BINDING FACTOR 1 (CBF1), and CBF4). A complete
set of interactions between TFs and target genes in SAM
stem and mesophyll cells predicted using the Ensemble
TFBS enrichment protocol is available as a Cytoscape
network session ﬁle (Supplemental Data Set S1).
DISCUSSION
Recent technological developments have made it
possible to proﬁle the chromatin state of particular cell
types with high speciﬁcity (Maher et al., 2018; Sijacic
et al., 2018). This speciﬁcity has extended to the level of
single cells, allowing cell-to-cell variability in chromatin
accessibility to be assessed. However, the impact of
these studies is dependent on determining the biologi-
cal relevance of the accessible regions, particularly if
those regions are not located within genes. In addition,
as the cost of sequencing decreases and as long read
sequencing technologies improve, the number of
available genome sequences will increase. While
methods to annotate genes are relatively mature,
methods to annotate noncoding, regulatory regions are
less so. One method of understanding the relevance of
accessible chromatin regions, and of annotating po-
tential regulatory sequences, is to map known TF-
binding preferences onto DNA sequences to identify
likely locations bound by TFs.While many tools exist to
perform this mapping, each makes certain biologi-
cal assumptions, and consequently it can be unclear
which tool leads to more reliable results in a particular
situation.
In order to address this problem, we performed a
detailed evaluation of motif-mapping tools to deter-
mine regulatory relationships in Arabidopsis. Precision
and recall were determined for each tool using ChIP-
Seq data to assess true positives, revealing that al-
though vastly different numbers ofmatches were found
for each tool, the ability to identify sites that are sup-
ported experimentally was similar when similarly sized
subsets of top scoring matches were taken for each tool.
FIMO, which is widely used in the plant science com-
munity, gave the best precision within its predicted
motif matches, but it fails to recover some true motif
matches due to its stringent settings. Using a bench-
mark data set consisting of 40 TFs, we observed that
FIMO and CB offer a complementary view of functional
TFBSs. We found that when focusing on top7000
matches, despite having a higher FPR than FIMO using
default settings, CB identiﬁed a set of unique motif
matches, up to 38% of which were conﬁrmed by ChIP-
Seq data. Combining the results of FIMO andCB into an
Ensemble set of motif mappings resulted in improved
recall relative to FIMO when motif enrichment of TF
perturbation DE gene sets was performed. Overlap of
enriched motifs with the ChIP-Seq data sets revealed
that, for ﬁve of the DE gene sets, the Ensemble identi-
ﬁed 32 extra functional targetsmissed by FIMO. Several
of these additional TF-target regulatory interactions
identiﬁed using the Ensemble approach are supported
by the literature. In independentWRKY33 perturbation
experiments (Birkenbihl et al., 2012; Sham et al., 2017),
half of the extra targets identiﬁed by the Ensemble ap-
proach were also found to be DE between wrky33 mu-
tants and wild-type Arabidopsis plants (ERF1, FLP/
MYB124, DOF1,WRKY15,WRKY30, SZF2, AT2G43140,
and AT3G55950). In addition to the known role of
WRKY33 in defense responses (Birkenbihl et al., 2012),
expression of this TF is also associated with broad stress
conditions such as cold, salinity, wounding, and biotic
stress (Ma and Bohnert, 2007). Of the 16 extra WRKY33
targets, MYB124, WRKY15, WRKY22, WRKY30, SZF1,
and SZF2 have all been found to play roles in a range
of stress responses (Sun et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2010;
Vanderauwera et al., 2012; Scarpeci et al., 2013; Kloth et al.,
2016), supporting the proposed function of WRKY33 as a
central stress response factor. The identiﬁcation of BLH1as
an additional target of FHY3, which integrates responses
to far-red light and abscisic acid signaling (Wang and
Deng, 2002; Tang et al., 2013), suggests a role for FHY3
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Figure 5. Results of the new protocol to identify potential regulators in SAM stem cell- and mesophyll cell-specific ATAC-Seq
regions. A, Bar plot showing extra target genes obtained using the Ensemble approach for SAM stem cells. Gray sections show
how many of the extra targets have an expression in either of the two cell types. Black sections show the target genes that are
specific to SAM stem cells. TFs labeled in brown are the TFs reported by Sijacic et al. (2018), and TFs labeled in blue are the TFs
only identified using the new protocol. Only TFs that have 10 or more extra targets are shown. B and C, GRNs showing SAM stem
cell- and mesophyll cell-specific targets identified by enriched TFs, respectively. Green/white circles refer to genes that have
higher expression in SAM stem/mesophyll cells, while diamonds represent TFs. All nodes that have an incoming edge are target
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during germination and early seedling development,
as BLH1 is known to be involved in an abscisic acid-
mediated signaling pathway acting during early
plant development (Kim et al., 2013). The ﬁnding of
FLOWERING BHLH1 (FBH1)/bHLH80 as an addi-
tional target of FHY3 is also consistent with the role
the gene has in light signaling, as FBH1 has been found
to control CONSTANS, a key photoperiod gene, and
inﬂuence the response of the circadian clock to tem-
perature (Ito et al., 2012; Nagel et al., 2014). Finally, the
function of PI as a ﬂoral homeotic gene in the SAM
to ensure correct ﬂoral organ determination (Goto
and Meyerowitz, 1994) is in line with the regulation
of HEC1, a bHLH TF that also acts downstream of
WUSCHEL to control stem cell proliferation (Schuster
et al., 2014). The supporting literature for these in-
teractions strongly suggests that the additional tar-
gets identiﬁed by the Ensemble motif mappings are
functional.
Next, we introduced a novel protocol to learn GRNs
from accessible open chromatin regions proﬁled using
cell type-speciﬁc ATAC-Seq. Starting from all TFs for
which motif information was available, TFBS enrich-
ment was combined with information about cell type-
speciﬁc expression to infer GRNs. Both traditional and
our new protocol inherently depend on the availability
of TF motifs, which is a limitation. However, the pro-
tocol employed in this study is independent of both de
novomotif discovery and similarity searches of de novo
found motifs against motif databases, which is an im-
portant step in traditional pipelines to learn regulatory
interactions from open chromatin regions (Sullivan
et al., 2014; Maher et al., 2018; Sijacic et al., 2018).
Moreover, the protocol not only reduces the number of
steps to go from cell type-speciﬁc THSs to GRNs but
also identiﬁes TFs missed in the previous study by
Sijacic et al. (2018); 29 and 87 additional signiﬁcantly
enriched TFmotifs in SAM stem cells and leafmesophyll
cells, respectively); 29 and 87 additional signiﬁcantly
enriched TF motifs in SAM stem cells and leaf meso-
phyll cells, respectively). Conversely, 62 TFs described
in the original study were not found to be enriched
using our protocol, suggesting that there is still room
for improvement to learn complete GRNs starting from
cell type-speciﬁc accessible regions. Apart from identi-
fying additional regulators, we observed that the per-
formance of the Ensemble approach surpassed that of
FIMO when used to map motifs as part of the protocol
reported here. Additional enriched TF motifs were
identiﬁed using the Ensemble, with four additional
regulators out of 29 total TFs in SAM stem cells and 10
additional TFs out of 87 in mesophyll cells. A striking
addition to the set of TF motifs enriched in the SAM
stem cell THSs are those of the MADS box-containing
genes MADS AFFECTING FLOWERING 1 (MAF1/
FLM), MAF2, MAF3, and AGL24. All of these genes
have been found to inﬂuence ﬂowering time and have
positions within a TF network in the SAM that inte-
grates environmental and developmental signals to
control ﬂowering (Yu et al., 2002; de Folter et al., 2005;
Werner et al., 2005; Rosloski et al., 2010; Capovilla et al.,
2017). The motifs of these TFs were found enriched
in THSs speciﬁc to the SAM stem cells, suggesting that
signal integration is occurring in the stem cells at the
apex. In addition to these motifs, the motifs corre-
sponding to KNAT1 and AtCSP2 were also enriched.
Correspondingly, the expression of both genes has
previously been found to be localized to the SAM, with
KNAT1 being a homeodomain important for leaf
morphogenesis and AtCSP2 involved in the transition
to ﬂowering and silique development (Lincoln et al.,
1994; Nakaminami et al., 2009). In contrast to the
SAM, the additional mesophyll cell-speciﬁc enriched
motifs contain TFs known to be involved with stress
responses, the circadian clock, and growth. DREB2 is
involved in controlling drought-responsive genes
(Sakuma et al., 2006), while WRKY30 has been found
to be important for both biotic and abiotic stress re-
sponses (Scarpeci et al., 2013). In addition to stress
responses, motifs from TFs involved in the age-related
ﬂowering time pathway (SPL13) and the circadian
clock (CCA1) are enriched (Wang and Tobin, 1998; Xu
Figure 5. (Continued.)
genes having high SAM stem/mesophyll cell-specific expression. The size of each node corresponds to the expression specificity,
determined using the ratio of expression rank (RR), of the gene in the respective cell type.
Table 3. List of bona fide targets identified in SAM stem and mesophyll cells using the novel TFBS enrichment protocol.
Cell Type
No. of Targets Showing Cell Type-
Specific Expression
Target Genes
SAM stem 9 AT1G69780 (ATHB13), AT3G30775 (ERD5), AT4G08150 (KNAT1), AT4G11211, AT5G20250
(DIN10), AT5G13340, AT5G10030 (TGA4), AT5G02450, AT5G14920 (GASA14)
Mesophyll 29 AT1G14580, AT1G17420 (LOX3), AT1G19450, AT1G51090, AT1G59870 (PDR8),
AT1G61890, AT1G72520 (LOX4), AT1G77760 (NR1), AT2G15020, AT2G26530 (AR781),
AT2G27310, AT2G36990 (SIG6), AT2G39200 (MLO12), AT3G21670 (NPF6.4),
AT3G22060, AT3G24190, AT3G51660, AT3G51895 (AST12), AT3G54020 (AtIPCS1),
AT4G02970 (AT7SL-1), AT4G12005, AT4G21570, AT4G34410 (RRTF1), AT5G41740,
AT5G42650 (AOS), AT5G44070 (ARA8), AT5G49520 (WRKY48), AT5G49730 (FRO6),
AT5G54165
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et al., 2016), consistent with the leaf playing a key role
in environmental sensing. Finally, ARF7 is an auxin-
regulated TF that promotes leaf expansion (Wilmoth
et al., 2005).
Taken together, the additional enriched motifs iden-
tiﬁed in the SAM stem cell- and leaf mesophyll-speciﬁc
THSs are consistent with the central role of the SAM in
ﬂowering time control and of the leaf responding to
stress elicitors and circadian clock entrainment. This
demonstrates that the Ensemble-based approach leads
to biologically relevant results that contribute toward a
more complete picture of the GRNs active in these two
tissues and that might otherwise be missed when using
de novo motif-based methods. In addition, the extra
target genes identiﬁed by the Ensemble, comprising 93
and 402 target genes for SAM stem andmesophyll cells,
respectively, were found to be highly expressed in the
corresponding cell types, suggesting that the unique
regulators as well as their targets identiﬁed by the En-
semble are biologically relevant.
In conclusion, we have shown that an integrative ap-
proach, utilizing two complementary motif-mapping
tools, results in improved power to detect functional
TFBSs relative to FIMO, the most frequently used tool.
This approach facilitates more accurate inference of
GRNs and will be especially important as chromatin
accessibility data continue to be collected. While motif
mapping alone is insufﬁcient to accurately map functional
regulatory interactions, determining likely positions can
help direct future experimental work. A supplemental
Web site offering the Ensemble TFBS mapping results for
1,793 TF motifs corresponding to 916 Arabidopsis TFs is
available at http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/cig_data/




The motif collection used for this analysis consisted of 66 Arabidopsis
(Arabidopsis thaliana) position weight matrices (PWMs) representing 40 TFs
from different sources including CisBP (Weirauch et al., 2014), Franco-Zorrilla
et al. (2014), Plant Cistrome Database (O’Malley et al., 2016), and JASPAR 2016
(Mathelier et al., 2016). The IC of PWMs was calculated using the convert-
matrix command from rsa-tools version 2012-05-25 with –return option set to
info (Turatsinze et al., 2008). TFs were assigned to gene families based on the
PlnTFDB 3.0 database (Pérez-Rodríguez et al., 2010).
PWM Mapping Using Different Tools
Fourmapping tools that arewidelyused in theplant science communitywere
evaluated in this study. CB (version Compiled on Sep 22 2017; Frith et al., 2003)
was run with the –c parameter set to 0, as the other tools do not offer prediction
of motif clusters. For FIMO, default parameters were used (meme version
4.11.4; Grant et al., 2011). For MOODS (version 1.9.3; Korhonen et al., 2009), a P
value threshold of less than 0.0001 was used to enable comparison with FIMO.
This threshold was also used for MS, while all other parameters were set to
default (rsa-tools version 2012-05-25; Turatsinze et al., 2008). The command
lines for the different tools are as follows:
cbust-linux $PWMﬁle $seqFile -c 0 -f 1
ﬁmo -o $output $PWMﬁle $seqFile
moods_dna.py -m $PWMﬁle -s $seqFile -p $threshold–batch -o $output
matrix-scan -v 1 -matrix_format cb -m $PWMﬁle -i $seqFile -2str -return
limits -return sites -seq_format fasta -o $output
$threshold was set to 0.0001 (default value for FIMO and MS).
Extraction of Promoter Regions
In addition to the The Arabidopsis Information Resource 10 Arabidopsis
genome annotation, a set of 5,711 noncodingRNAs described by Liu et al. (2012)
was added, resulting in a data set covering 38,966 genes (Lamesch et al., 2012).
For all genes, a promoter region 5,000 bp upstream of the translation start site
and 1,000 bp downstream of the translation end site, including introns, was
used. If another gene was present upstream of the gene, the region was cut
where this upstream gene starts or ends.
Estimation of Recall, Precision, and FPR
For each TF, all PWMmatches from each mapping tool were overlapped
with publicly available TF ChIP-Seq data (Supplemental Table S5). BED-
Tools was used to intersect the BED ﬁles, using the -f option set to 1 for
complete overlap (Quinlan, 2014). Precision was calculated as the number
of TFBS matches conﬁrmed by ChIP-Seq divided by the total number of
matches. Recall was calculated as the number of ChIP-Seq peaks for the
studied TF that were covered by motif matches, divided by the total number
of ChIP-Seq peaks.
To calculate the FPR of the motif mappers, shufﬂed promoters (n 5 38,966)
were generated by shufﬂing the sequences of the real promoters. The 66 TFBSs
were mapped to these shufﬂed promoters. Following Jayaram et al. (2016),
actual negatives were calculated for every promoter and every motif as the
length of the promoter divided by the length of the motif. The FPR was then
calculated as the number of matches predicted by a speciﬁc tool divided by the
actual negatives. The FPR value for a TFBS is the average over all promoters.
Selection of Optimal Number of Top Scoring Matches
To deﬁne the set of matches of CB to combine with FIMO, we took pro-
gressively larger sets of CBmatches and evaluated which set size resulted in the
highest F1 score, a metric that combines precision and recall (Supplemental Fig.
S5). The F1 score is the harmonic average of the precision and recall, where an
F1 score reaches its best value at 1 (perfect precision and recall) and worst at 0.
An optimal F1 score was observed between 7,000 and 9,000 matches
(Supplemental Fig. S5). Based on this observation, the top7000 matches were
selected to keep an optimal balance between precision and recall for the CB
matches. The same number was also used to identify the performance of in-
dividual mapping tools by considering an equal number of top scoringmatches
for Figure 1.
Enrichment on DE Genes after TF Perturbation
Ten publicly available DE gene sets after TF perturbation were used to de-
terminemotif enrichment (Supplemental Table S6).We determined, for each TF,
the number of DE genes with a proximal TFBS. The signiﬁcance of this overlap
was determined using the hypergeometric distribution. For each enriched
motif, the multiple testing-corrected P value (or q value) of enrichment is de-
termined using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Only q # 0.01 was con-
sidered signiﬁcant. For the motifs that are both enriched in the DE and
correspond to the perturbed TF, the subset of genes having that motif was re-
trieved and compared with TF ChIP-Seq binding data (denoted ChIP-
conﬁrmed hits in Table 2). The ChIP-Seq data sets used are the same as those
discussed in “Estimation of Recall, Precision, and FPR” above (Supplemental
Table S5).
Case Study on Cell Type-Speciﬁc THSs
Based on the ATAC-Seq data sets from Sijacic et al. (2018), we deﬁned a set of
THSs for stem cells and mesophyll cells. Candidate regulators were predicted
using the TFBS information present in the mapping ﬁle. We identiﬁed a set of
speciﬁc THSs for both cell types, based on a twofold (or higher) difference in the
ratio between the stem cell andmesophyll counts, yielding two region ﬁles with
2,132 stem cell THSs and 1,508mesophyll THSs (Supplemental Table S2). Using
the TFBS mappings from FIMO and Ensemble, the signiﬁcance of the overlap
between a speciﬁc TFBS and a THS region ﬁle was assessed. To select the TF
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motifs for enrichment analysis, the RR for each gene was computed by con-
sidering expression ranks from Sijacic et al. (2018). RRwas calculated as the ratio
of expression rank in stem and mesophyll cells. Genes with 2log2(RR) . 1 were
called SAM stem cell-speciﬁc genes and those with 2log2(RR) , 21 were called
mesophyll-speciﬁc genes. After this selection, 59 and 158 TFs for the SAM
stem cell and mesophyll cell, respectively, were considered for the analysis.
These TFs included the TFs reported by Sijacic et al. (2018).
The THS region ﬁle and the mapped TFBSs for a given tool (after running
BEDToolsmergeperTFBS)were formattedasBEDﬁles, andtheoverlapbetween
both ﬁles was determined using the BEDTools function intersectBed with the -u
parameter and the -f parameter set to 0.5. As such, we obtained for each THS
region ﬁle and each TFBS an observed number of mapped TFBSs overlapping
with THSs (Supplemental Fig. S7). To determine the signiﬁcance of this ob-
served overlap, the expected amount of overlapping TFBS with the same THS
region ﬁle was determined by shufﬂing the TFBS mapping bed ﬁle 1,000 times,
using shufﬂeBedwith the -noOverlapping option enabled across the predeﬁned
promoter regions (described in “Extraction of Promoter Regions” above). The
overlap with the THS region ﬁle was determined for each shufﬂed ﬁle, and the
median number of TFBSs over all shufﬂed ﬁles was used as a measure for the
expected overlap. This estimation was used to calculate the fold enrichment,
deﬁned as the ratio between observed overlap and expected overlap by chance.
An empirical P value was determined by counting how many times the ex-
pected overlap was bigger than or equal to the observed overlap. Only cases
where P # 0.01 were considered as signiﬁcant.
Command Line for the Pipeline
#ﬁndhowmanyTFBSs ($motifﬁle) overlapwithHS sites ($regionBed) using
Bedtools
realNumber5 `bedtools intersect -a $motifﬁle -b $regionBed -u -f 0.5 j wc -l`
# for nShufﬂing times generate the shufﬂed TFBSs, check their overlap with
HS sites and save the numbers in “shufﬂednumbers” ﬁle.
for i in `seq 1 $nShufﬂing`;
do
shufﬂedFile 5 ”shufﬂed_”$motiﬁd”_”$i”.out”
bedtools shufﬂe -i $motifﬁle -g $chromLength -noOverlapping -excl
$motifﬁle -incl $promoterBed . $shufﬂedFile
number5 `bedtools intersect -a $shufﬂedFile -b $regionBed -u -f 0.5 j wc -l`
echo -e “$i\t$number” . . $shufﬂednumbers
done
# calculate the p-value of enrichment
countBigger 5 0
for eachNumber in`cat $shufﬂednumbers`;
do






The signiﬁcance of the overlap between DE genes and the presence of a
proximal TFBS was determined by performing a hypergeometric test using a
custom script. Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction was performed
on the calculated P values using the p.adjust function in the statistical pro-
gramming language R. To determine whether the overlap between TFBSs and
THSs was signiﬁcant, an empirical P value was calculated by shufﬂing the
promoter sequences as detailed in “Case Study on Cell Type-Speciﬁc THSs.”
Supplemental Data
The following supplemental materials are available.
Supplemental Figure S1. TF level performance of TFBS mapping tools.
Supplemental Figure S2. TF level performance of unique matches consid-
ering pairwise combinations of tools for top7000 matches.
Supplemental Figure S3. TF level performance of unique matches consid-
ering one tool against all other tools for top7000 matches.
Supplemental Figure S4. TF level performance of unique matches consid-
ering one tool against all other tools for top7000 matches and CB gap
parameter set to 1.
Supplemental Figure S5. The relationship between F1 score and subset
size suggests the top7000 highest scoring matches of CB should be used
in the Ensemble.
Supplemental Figure S6. Overlap analysis for perturbation experiments.
Supplemental Figure S7. Cartoon for an improved protocol to identify
GRNs starting from accessible chromatin regions.
Supplemental Table S1. List of publications in the plant science commu-
nity using different mapping tools.
Supplemental Table S2. Overview of 66 TF motifs selected to evaluate the
performance of motif-mapping tools.
Supplemental Table S3. TFBS enrichment results for DE gene sets.
Supplemental Table S4. List of TFs considered for ATAC-Seq case study
with the distribution of their target genes in stem and mesophyll cells.
Supplemental Table S5. Overview of TF ChIP-Seq data sets used for es-
timation of precision and recall.
Supplemental Table S6. Overview of DE gene sets after TF perturbation
used for the case study.
Supplemental Data Set S1. Cystoscope session ﬁle with GRNs in SAM
stem and mesophyll cells described in the case study.
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